CLIENT

Enworth’s Gymnasium - Breaking the Sound Barrier…

Ensworth School

Based on a growing list of clients in the educational arena, Beacon began hosting

Nashville, Tennessee

monthly lunches for IT leaders to discuss relevant topics and common issues related to

INDUSTRY

educational facilities. At one of the initial group luncheons, Ensworth’s Tony Trumbo
was introduced to Beacon Technologies and several of their satisfied clients. Ensworth

Education

became a Beacon client in the summer of 2010.

PRODUCTS
The relationship launched with a relatively simple replacement of aging classroom

Audio Visual

projectors, Beacon installed 40 new NEC models preparing Ensworth for the

CHALLENGE
•

transition to a fully digital classroom. From that project Beacon was asked to design a

Customizing a sound project into an
elegant, easy-to-operate system

sophisticated, yet easy-to-use, sound system for the Red Gables campus gymnasium.
Detailed discussions with Ensworth resulted in a customized, programmed solution

•

Tight budget and timeline

creating a smooth transition to implementation. Beacon crafts each AV project to

•

No margin for error

the specific needs of the client. In this case, the equipment was programmed to

•

Planning for the future in terms of
infrastructure

support several types of events and provide teachers with the ability to change those
requirements on the fly using a handheld WiFi Touch Screen. With this simple handheld
touch screen the sound environment is automatically adjusted to the situation requiring

BEACON SOLUTION

no technical expertise. In addition, working in an educational environment (public or
private) requires a strict adherence to budget, with very little wiggle room. Beacon came

•

Private School IT Luncheons

•

Detailed programming prior to

in on budget and even the most technology shy teacher is comfortable using the system.

project launch
•

Highly responsive ongoing support

““Beacon has a clear focus on the education market, they understand our needs and
how to work with us. Many AV providers don’t have that experience and it makes a big
difference.”

- - Tony Trumbo, Director of Technology

Beacon Technologies

1441 Donelson Pike Nashville, TN 37217

(615) 301-5020

www.beacontech.net

Biamp Systems – Nexia

Technical Specifications
Audio Visual:
Campus Gymnasium: Design a multi-event optimized sound system
•

Crestron CP2E Control Processor

Two Biamp Nexia DSP “Digital Signal Processor” units networked using the NexLink
digital audio bus for the audio routing of sources and outputs to speakers
• Two sound reinforcement loudspeaker clusters for grandstands, down fills,
and side fill coverage

•

Crestron Compact Control System with Ethernet for control
• Crestron Handheld WiFi Touch Screen Remote for user interface.
• Crestron Wall Mount Touch Screen
• Crestron iPod Dock synced with Touch Screen Remote for user control
• Touch Screen Remote Control of (2) CD Players with the Touch Screen Remote
• Source Selection, and Volume Control/Mute from the Touch Screen Remote
over wifi from any location in the gym

Crestron TTouch
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• Multiple Mic/Line Audio Connection Points from (4) Floorbox Locations
around the Gym
• Wireless Microphone System
• Sectional Wall Mounted Rack Enclosure to house the Biamp DSP, Crestron
Control System, Audio Amplifiers, Tascam CD Player, and Crestron iPod Dock
• Mobile Rack Enclosure on Casters with umbilical to house, alternate CD
Player, Wireless Microphone System, and Crestron handheld touch screen
remote
• Streamlined event-based programming

Crestron Wall Mount Touch Screen
“The biggest thing for Ensworth, with any vendor, is having a partner who will respond
when we call. Other companies we’ve worked with do the job and go away but are not
responsive after the installation---Beacon is extremely responsive. Beacon is also very
competitive in regard to pricing in terms of AV equipment.”
- Tony Trumbo, Director of Technology

